
DACC has partnered with Southwest Colorado ESchool to provide one on one 
ACT/SAT prep with a tutor as well as supplementing with an online test prep system 
called Prepworks which is a proven test prep system that guarantees 
• 3 point increase on ACT* 
• 150 point increase on SAT* 
*So long as students take all practice tests, meet once a week with their tutor 
at DACC and complete the 50 hours of work online. 
 
Option 1 is for students who feel good about Math/Science sections but need 
help in English, Reading or Writing* 
Option 2 is for student who feel good about English/Essay sections, but need 
more help in Math and/or Science* 
Option 3 is for student who would like tutoring in all sections of the test. 
 
*The online program will cover all sections, but the focus is on the one on one 
tutor help in the areas that the student needs improvement or help. 
	



	 Spring ACT/SAT prep 
for June test dates 
Leading up to June 4th SAT 
(recommended 6 week session) 
Option 1: Meet One on One with a 
Reading and Writing (Essay) Tutor 
once a week for 1.5 hours plus online 
Prepworks System= $590 
Option 2: Meet One on One with a 
Math Tutor once a week for 1.5 hours 
plus online Prepworks System= $590 
Option 3: Meet 2x a week with a 
Reading and Writing Tutor and a 
Math tutor for a total of 2 hours a 
week of tutoring plus the PrepWorks 
System= $770 
START week of May 2nd 
*Can meet tutor less or start later but 
no guarantee of test scores. 
 
Leading up to June 11th ACT 
(recommended 6 week session) 
Option 1: Meet One on One with a 
Reading, English, Essay Tutor once a 
week for 1.5 hours plus online 
Prepworks System= $590 
Option 2: Meet One on One with a 
Math/Science Tutor once a week for 
1.5 hours plus online Prepworks 
System= $590 
Option 3: Meet 2x a week with a 
Reading/English/Essay Tutor and a 
Math/Science tutor for a total of 2 
hours a week of tutoring plus the 
PrepWorks System= $770 
START week of April 25th 
*Can meet tutor less or start later but 
no guarantee of test scores. 
	

Summer ACT/SAT Prep 
(group options for less!) 
ACT Summer Prep (2 week 
intensive)/ Aug 2-11th 
Option 1: Meet in group setting (no more 
than 4 students) with a Reading, English, 
Essay Tutor Tuesday-Thursday (Aug 2-
11th)  for 9 hours plus online Prepworks 
System= $365 
Option 2: Meet One on One with a 
Math/Science Tutor Tuesday-Thursday (Aug 
2-11th)  for total of 9 hours plus online 
Prepworks System= $365 
Option 3: Meet in a group setting (no more 
than 4 students) with a 
Reading/English/Essay Tutor and a 
Math/Science tutor Tuesday-Thursday (Aug 
2-11th) for a total of 18 hours of tutoring plus 
the PrepWorks System= $680 
*Can meet one-on-one with a tutor during 
summer and see left for costs. 
 
SAT Summer Prep (2 week intensive)/ 
Aug 2-11th 
Option 1: Meet in a group setting (no more 
than 4 students) with a Reading and Writing 
(Essay) Tutor Monday-Thursday for two 
weeks (Aug 1-11th) Tuesday-Thursday for a 
total of 9 hours plus online Prepworks 
System= $365 
Option 2: Meet in a group setting (no more 
than 4 students) with a Math Tutor for two 
weeks (Aug 1-11th) Tuesday-Thursday for a 
total of 9 hours plus online Prepworks 
System= $365 
Option 3: Meet in a group setting (no more 
than 4 students)with a Reading and Writing 
Tutor and a Math tutor for two weeks (Aug 
1-11th) for 3 hours per day plus online 
Prepworks System= $680 
 
*Can meet one-on-one with a tutor during 
summer and see left for costs.	


